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ABSTRACT
Because the number of XML documents is dramatically increasing, we need to develop a multimedia information retrieval
system which can support both the retrieval based on document structure and the retrieval based on image content. In order
to support the structure-based retrieval, we design keyword, structure, element, and attribute index structures by indexing
XML documents based on the basic element unit and implement them by using the o2store storage system. For supporting the
content-based retrieval, we design and implement high-dimensional index structures for both color and shape features based
on X-tree. Finally, we do the performance evaluation of our multimedia information retrieval system in terms of system
efficiency, such as retrieval time, insertion time, and storage overhead.

INTRODUCTION
In 1996, the World Wide Web (Web in short) Consortium

proposed XML (eXtensible Markup Language) as a standard
markup language to make Web documents [1]. The XML has as
good expressive power as SGML and is also easy to use like HTML.
Since then, because the number of XML documents is dramati-
cally increasing, it is difficult to reach a specific XML document
required by users. Meanwhile, an XML document not only has a
logical and hierarchical structure commonly, but also contains its
multimedia data, such as image and video. Thus, it is necessary to
develop a multimedia information retrieval system that can sup-
port both the retrieval based on document structure and the re-
trieval based on image content.

In general, since the conventional information retrieval sys-
tems for XML documents support only structure-based retrieval,
it is impossible to efficiently deal with a user query which requires
XML document retrieval based on both document structure and
image content. In this paper, we design and implement a multime-
dia information retrieval system that can efficiently retrieve XML
documents based on both document structure and image content.
In order to support the structure-based retrieval, we design four
efficient index structures, i.e., keyword, structure, element, and
attribute, by indexing XML documents based on the basic ele-
ment unit and implement them by using the o2store storage sys-
tem. For supporting the content-based retrieval, we design and
implement high-dimensional index structures for both color and
shape features based on X-tree.

PAPER OVERVIEW
This paper consists six sections. Section three explains re-

lated work in the area of structure-based and content-based infor-
mation retrieval. A structure- and content-based multimedia infor-
mation retrieval system is designed in Section four. Section five
presents the performance evaluation of our system in terms of sys-
tem efficiency, followed by conclusions and some issues for fu-
ture research in Section six.

RELATED WORK
Since there has been many researches on SGML informa-

tion retrieval with SGML documents and the techniques for SGML
information retrieval can be directly applied to XML documents,
we, in this section, describe some related work on the representa-
tion of SGML document structures. First, RMIT in Australia pro-
posed five query types for structure-based retrieval which should
be supported in SGML information retrieval [2]. Most of the types
consist of retrieval for upper-level elements (e.g., parent element)
or lower-level elements (e.g., child elements) from a given ele-
ment. For supporting the five types of queries, RMIT proposed a
subtree model which indexes all the elements in a SGML docu-
ment and stores all the terms appeared in the elements [3]. Al-
though the model supports efficient retrieval for a specific query,
it has disadvantages of long indexing time and high storage over-
head because index information should be repeatedly stored. Sec-
ondly, RMIT proposed a SCL structure that extends the GCL struc-
ture [4]. After assigning numbers to both terms and markups in
SGML documents, they use the SCL structure to store term inter-
val, markups and inclusion relationships among elements. The SCL
structure has an advantage that it can handle graph-structured docu-
ments, but it has an disadvantages that it cannot represent the depth
of the elements effectively. Finally, SERI in South Korea proposed
a K-ary Complete Tree Structure which represents a document as
a K-ary complete tree. In this method, each element corresponds
to a node in a K-ary tree [5]. Therefore, a relationship between
two elements can be acquired by computation. This method has an
advantage that it is fast to find an element including a given logi-
cal relation by calculation. But, as the depth of a K-ary tree is
deeper, the number of nodes is increasing exponentially with a
large number of unused nodes. In addition, the insertion and dele-
tion of a node causes the change of the assigned numbers of all the
other nodes in the tree.

The key issues of studies on content-based retrieval include
image processing techniques used for feature extraction of images,
and high dimensional indexing structures for fast retrieval, and
content-based image retrieval based on color histogram, texture,
and shape. First, QBIC(Query By Image Content) project [6, 7] of
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IBM Almaden research center studied content-based image re-
trieval on a large on-line multimedia database. The study supports
various query types based on the visual image features such as
color, texture, and shape. Secondly, VisualSEEk of the Colombia
University developed a tool for content-based retrieval and brows-
ing. It deals with user queries which combine a spatial location of
image object and color [8]. Finally, the CORE (Content-base Re-
trieval Engine) [9] of the National University of Singapore stud-
ied novel indexing techniques based on image features so that the
engine provides content-based retrieval on multimedia objects. The
engine provides the functionality of query feedback to support
query refinement.

A STRUCTURE- AND CONTENT-BASED
MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM

A structure- and content-based multimedia information re-
trieval system mainly consists of four components, i.e., structure-
based indexing part, content-based indexing part, storage man-
ager part, and unified retrieval part. Figure 1 shows the whole sys-
tem architecture of the structure- and content-based multimedia
information retrieval system. When a multimedia XML document
is given, we first parse the XML document and perform image
segmentation from the document by using an image preprocess-
ing algorithm. The parsed document structure information is trans-
ported into its parsing tree in order to index its document structure
consisting of element units. The parsed image content informa-
tion is also transported into its content-based information in order
to get the index information of its color and its shape. The struc-
ture-based and content-based index information is separately stored
into its own index structures, respectively. Using the index infor-
mation extracted from a set of documents, some documents are
retrieved by the unified retrieval part in order to answer user que-
ries, through World Wide Web (WWW).

Document Structure-based Indexing
Because an element is a basic unit for retrieving XML docu-

ments, it is required to support not only retrieval based on docu-
ment unit, which is used in the traditional information retrieval
system, but also retrieval based on element unit. For this, we de-
sign an information retrieval system which can efficiently support

query by element, through an index on document structure after
analyzing XML documents. Suppose XML documents including
Korean porcelain information. To make a document structure tree
for XML documents, we first parse the XML documents by using
sp-1.3 XML parser [10]. Next, we construct the document struc-
ture tree from the parsed result. Then the constructed tree is deliv-
ered into a low-level storage manager. Finally the storage man-

Figure 1. System Architecture

<relic>
     <porcelain TYPE= “Chong-Ja">

         <name>
             Chong-ja kettle
         </name>
        <decoration>

            lotus flower
        </ decoration>

:
        <detail>
           It is Chong-ja kettle in little gourd shape ...

   :
     

                
<detail>

        </description>
        <image SRC="hc_1">
        </image>
    </porcelain>
</relic>

XML Docum

Figure 2. A procedure to construct document structure tree

Figure 3. An example of XML Document

?xml version
(RELIC
ATYPE CDA
(PORCELAI
(NAME

Figure 4. Parsed data of XML document
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ager extracts document structure information and image content
information from the tree information, and stores them into a da-
tabase. Figure 2 shows a transformation procedure to make a docu-
ment structure tree and Figure 3 and 4 show an example of XML
documents and its parsed data, respectively. Figure 5 describes
the document structure tree being constructed.

Image Content-based Indexing
For image content-based retrieval, we analyze image ob-

jects of XML documents and extract image feature vectors by sepa-
rating object regions from the background of images. To extract
the object regions, we use the fuzzy c-mean (FCM) algorithm which
is a famous clustering algorithm to divide object regions from color
images [11]. The algorithm has an advantage that the separation
of image objects from its background can be performed well when
an image has little noise, as the case of our porcelain images. In
order to obtain an image feature vector for shape, we use the im-
age object being produced by the image preprocessing algorithm
and generate a 24-dimensional feature vector based on distances
between the center point and a set of edge points. An algorithm for
generating a shape feature is as follows.
a) After sorting each pixel of object in a column and a row re-

spectively, calculate the center point of object using its maxi-
mum and minimum values.

Figure 5. Document structure tree

Figure 6. Color and shape feature vector extraction

b) By increasing 15 degrees at the central point, starting from the
X-axis, select 24 pixel points met at the edge.

c) Compute the distance between the central point and the 24 pixel
points on the edge.

d) Normalize the 24 distances by dividing them by the maximum
distance.

e) Generate a 24-dimensional feature vector.
Since the proximity among colors in the RGB color space

never means their similarity among colors, we use HSV (Hue,
Saturation, Value) color space model which can provides an uni-
form distribution of colors. In this model, H means an aggregate
of color, ranging from 0 to 360 degree. S means the chroma of
color and V means the brightness of color. An algorithm to gener-
ate a 22-dimensional color feature vector is as follows. Figure 6
shows an example in which both 24-dimensional shape feature
vector and 22-dimensional color feature vector are extracted from
its real image.
a) Transform all color pixels of an image object in the RGB color

space into those in the HSV color space.
b) Generate a color histogram by using color histogram genera-

tion algorithm.
c) Normalize the color histogram by dividing it by the number of

all the pixel.
d) Generate a 22-dimensional feature vector.

Low-level Storage Manager
The low-level storage manager consists of two parts, i.e.,

index structures for document structure-based retrieval and index
structures for image content-based retrieval. The index structures
for structure-based retrieval are composed of keyword index, struc-
ture index, element index, and attribute index by indexing XML
documents based on element unit, i.e., the basic unit of XML docu-
ments. The keyword index consists of three files, i.e., keyword
index file being composed of keywords extracted from data token
element (e.g., PCDATA, CDATA) of XML documents, posting
file including the IDs of document and element where keywords
appear, and location file containing the location of keyword oc-
currence in elements. Figure 7 describes the keyword index struc-
ture and shows an extendible form of an index structure used for
the conventional information retrieval system by adding element
information. DF (document frequency) represents the number of
documents containing a given keyword. DID is the identifier of
the document stored. Because a keyword can be appeared in a set
of elements constituting a document, the index includes the differ-
ent value of EF (element frequency) per each document where the
EF means the number of elements having a given keyword in each
document. Oid is the identifier of the element stored. Eid is an
identifier for an element name. Here we use Eid (element name
ID) rather than the actual element name because the element name
being variable in size is appeared repeatedly. TF (term frequency)
represents the number of keyword occurrences in an element. locId
is the identifier of location information, i.e. paragraph (P),

K d

Posting F
Figure 7. Keyword index structure
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Tw =  
Cw ×  0.5  +   Dw ×  0.5  ,  if results are document for user query
Cw × 0.5  +   Sw  × 0.5  ,  if results are element for user query
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sentence(S), and word(W), in the location file.
Since the structure index is used for searching an inclusion

relationship among elements, it should represent the logical struc-
ture of a document and guarantee good performance on both re-
trieval time and storage overhead. For this, we propose an ele-
ment-unit parse tree structure to represent the hierarchical struc-
ture of a document. In the structure, we can easily find an inclu-
sion relationship among elements because an element contains the
location of its parent, its left sibling, its right sibling, and its first
left child. Figure 8 shows the structure index structure based on
the element-unit parse tree where an element is identified by Oid
and Eid. For fast searching of inclusion relationship among ele-
ments, we makes use of the identifier of parent element (ParentOid),
the identifier of left sibling element (LsiblingOid), the identifier
of right sibling element (RsiblingOid), and the identifier of the
first left child element (FchildOid). In addition, NW(node weight)
represents relevance weighting degrees between a parent node and
one of its child nodes. It is computed as the similarity between a
parent term vector and its child term vector. The element index is
used for locating a start element. It also plays an important role in
mapping it into an actual element name from the Eid of the ele-
ment obtained from the content index or the attribute index. The
attribute index is used for retrieval based on an attribute name and
an attribute value of an element. When a user query requires key-
word search with structure information, its storage manager first
finds Oids concerned with the keyword in the keyword index, and
then extracts proper Oids to find Eid, ParentOid, LsiblingOid,
RsiblingOid, FchildOid in the structure index.

As the number of dimensions of feature vectors is increas-
ing for image content-based retrieval, the retrieval performance of
the traditional index structures is exponentially increasing. To cope
with this problem, we construct color and shape index structures
using the X-tree [12]. The X-tree index structure was proposed as

Oid Ei

Posting F
Figure 8. Structure index structure

Figure 9. Color and shape index structures using X-tree

an efficient high dimensional index structure to achieve good re-
trieval performance even though the dimension of feature vectors
is high. The X-tree makes use of special super nodes being ex-
tended in size so as to minimize the size of overlapped region due
to node splitting. Thus, our color index and shape index structures
can store high-dimensional feature vectors and can support image
content-based retrieval efficiently. Figure 9 shows both color and
shape index structures constructed using X-tree.

Unified Retrieval
Even though there have been various retrieval models in the

traditional text-based information retrieval, there is little research
on retrieval models for both structured- and content-based multi-
media information retrieval. In this section, we can specially treat
two types of user queries, i.e., document structure query and im-
age content query. To answer the document structure query, we
first search the structure index and offer proper results for it. In a
document structure query, a similarity (Sw) between an element q
and an element t is computed as the similarity between the term
vector of node q and that of node t, as shown in the following
equation [13].

When results for a user query are documents, the documents
can be represented as D = { E0, E1, …., En-1 } where Ei means an
element i in a document D. Also, a similarity (Dw) between an
element q and a document D is computed as follows.

Secondly, to answer an image content query, we first extract
color or shape feature vectors from a given query image. Then we
compute Euclidean distances between a query color (or shape)
feature vector and the stored image color (or shape) feature vec-
tors by searching the color (or shape) index. Finally we compute a
similarity between the query feature vector and the image feature
vector as 1 – (Euclidean distance / maximum distance), and re-
trieve relevant documents with high similarity in the decreasing
order of the similarity. In case we require content-based retrieval

based on both color and shape feature vectors, we compute its
color distance and its shape distance separately and integrate them
into one unified similarity by the multiplication of both the color
and the shape weight. A similarity, CW(q, t), between a query im-
age q and a target image t in the database is calculated as the fol-
lowing equation.

Here Distc(q, t) and Dists(q, t) mean a color vectors dis-
tance and a shape vector distance between a query image q and a
target image t, respectively. Nc and Ns mean the maximum color
and the maximum shape distances for normalization, respectively.
Finally, when the weight of the structured-based retrieval is equal
to that of the content-based retrieval, i.e., 0.5, a similarity (Tw) for
both structured- and content-based composite query is calculated
as the following equation.
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query is about 2 second and that for the structure query is about 3
seconds. Consequently, it is shown that the time for answering the
structure query is the longest.

We measure storage overhead as a ratio of the total size of
our index files to that of the XML documents. Table 2 shows the
storage overhead of our information retrieval system which is com-
puted as the division of the size of all index files by the size of the
original document. It is shown that our system requires about 50%
storage overhead.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we designed and implemented a multimedia informa-

tion retrieval system that can efficiently retrieve XML documents based
on both document structure and image content. In order to support effi-
cient structure-based retrieval, we designed our keyword, structure, ele-
ment, and attribute index structures by indexing XML documents based
on the basic element unit and implemented them by using the o2store stor-
age system. For efficient image content-based retrieval, we designed and
implemented high-dimensional index structures for both color and shape
features based on X-tree. In our structure- and content-based multimedia
information retrieval system, the retrieval time for the structure query is
about 3 seconds while that for the image content query is below 1 second.
Our information retrieval system spent about 6 seconds for inserting a docu-
ment and required about 50 % storage overhead. As a further research, we
need to implement our information retrieval system by using such a public
storage system as the Shore storage system developed by the University of
Wisconsin, leading to the popularity of our system.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We implement our structure- and content-based multimedia

information retrieval system under SUN SPARCstation 20 by us-
ing GNU CCv2.7 compiler. For this, we make use of O2 OODBMS
v4.6 as a storage system and Sp-1.3 as an XML parser. To evaluate
our system efficiency, we measure retrieval time, insertion time,
and storage overhead. Table 1 shows a test data set used for the
performance evaluation.

The insertion time for a multimedia document is shown in
Figure 10. The insertion time for the structured information means
one for adding a document into keyword, attribute, structure, and
element index. The insertion time for the content information means
one for adding an image into color and shape index. The size of
index files is growing as the number of documents is increasing,
and the search time of index files is in proportion to the size of the
index files. That is to say, it takes less than 1 second to insert an
image content information into the color and shape indexes. But,
it takes about 6 seconds to insert the structured information of an
XML document into the four indexes. Figure 11 shows retrieval
times for queries base on keyword, attribute, structure, image color,
and image shape. The retrieval times for the attribute, color, shape
queries are less than 1 second. The retrieval time for the keyword
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